SILS Research Highlights

In celebration of SILS’ 80th anniversary

September 24, 2011
3:00-4:00, 307 Manning Hall

Presentations and presenters

Promoting equity in literacy instruction for adolescent African American males through the use of enabling texts, Sandra Hughes-Hassel (Professor)

Unpacking online self-disclosure, Javier Velasco (PhD student)

Human-computer interaction and information retrieval -- supporting users’ needs, Rob Capra (Asst Professor)

We have a suggestion for you: Understanding query suggestion in information search, Diane Kelly (Assoc Prof)

Easier, faster, or both? Faceted search used in library catalogs, Xi Niu (PhD student)

NC DETECT use by PH staff: 2009 H1N1 outbreak, Stephanie Haas (Professor)

HIVE: Helping Interdisciplinary Vocabulary Engineering, Craig Willis (MS student)

Policy Based Data Management (LifeTime Library, DataNet), Arcot Rajasekar (Professor)

Archiving the film festival, Heather Barnes (PhD student)

A script for archiving digital research data: Improving accuracy and efficiency in the Dataverse Network, Thu-Mai Christian (MS student)

Identifying data at risk, Nico Carver (MS student)

SafeArchive: An open-source system for automatic policy-based collaborative archival replication, Thu-Mai Christian (MS student)

BitCurator: A new project at UNC and MITH, Cal Lee (Assoc Professor)

Digital Scholarly Communications, Brad Hemminger (Assoc Professor)

Toward a second scientific revolution: Altmetrics and the decoupled journal, Jason Priem (PhD student)

Where are they now and how are they doing: Assessing LIS program effectiveness through alumni feedback, Cheryl Thompson (MS student)

Complements of Information & Library Science: Our contributions to research syntheses & meta-analyses, Laura Sheble (PhD student)